In commemoration of the 70th Anniversary of the Universal Declaration of Human Rights, #UDHR70, we honor our Chapter Champion, Eleanor Roosevelt’s work in the spirit of UDHR Article 1 “… everyone should act towards one another in a spirit of brotherhood.”

Human Rights, Close to Home – we link the health of planet earth with our well-being, highlight local efforts for sustainable and responsible development and award community efforts on human rights locally with global impact #GlobalGoalsLocalLeaders.

__UN DAY 2018__

SATURDAY OCT 27 • 11 AM THE LOT

**Keynote**
- Mike Beard
  - Director Global Health, UN Foundation

**Human Rights Award**
- Xavier Becerra
  - California Attorney General
- Janina Scarlet
  - PhD Clinical Psychologist

**Global Citizen Award**
- Fernando Zweifach Lopez Jr
  - Executive Director San Diego Pride

**Honored Guest**
- Ford Roosevelt
  - Grandson of Franklin & Eleanor Roosevelt

Ticket Purchase $70 | Contact una@unasd.org

Promoting Engagement with the UN locally since 1946